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Comments: My family and I have had the privilege of enjoying Holland Lake and all its beauty for decades and

we are very concerned about the planned developments at the Holland Lake Lodge.   This major development is

just another example of out of state millionaires trying to buy their piece of the pie and take outrageous shortcuts

to obtain it.  To think that this development can be categorically excluded from any environmental analysis is

ludicrous and insulting to any/all that use these lands.  To think this developer can take shortcuts like this is so

outrageous, and to think the forest service may be on board with these plans is even more concerning.  The path

of destruction this development will take would be something the lake and surrounding area will never recover

from.  The road from the highway to the lodge will become a freeway for the rich and the once quiet, peaceful

and beautiful landscape will be destroyed.  I have read through the proposal and it seems like Powdr has done a

lot of homework trying to cover every base that they can and I have to hand it to them they sound like they give a

crap but we all know that they don't.  At the end of the day we are dealing with a bunch of greedy dorks from

Utah that want to turn Holland Lake and the surrounding area into a ski resort.  You watch, they get this project

pushed through and the next thing you know there will be a chairlift installed headed for the top of Holland Peak.

Every Tom, Dick and Harry from California will roll out their $100,000 wakeboat and be running over loons in no

time.  This proposal is a joke and if approved will absolutely 100% destroy Holland Lake.  


